
Alternative city experience
City tours in retro vans from 70s    City games

Life under Communism Museum
 



It all began in 2009 when, graduating from university, 
I began to discover Warsaw on my own. It turned out that 
there are quite amazing places in the city beyond normal 
reach for both tourists and residents of Warsaw. 
I decided to share my passion with others. I took a city guide 
course, I bought a 35 year old Nysa 522 van and started 
to show Warsaw off the beaten track...

This is how my passion was born, this is how Adventure Warsaw 
was created, and later a unique, the only Warsaw Life under 
Communism Museum. Other cities joined 
Warsaw and City Adventure was established.

Today, a team of creative enthusiasts is a backbone 
of the company. We want our guests to leave Warsaw 
and Poland remembering new, interesting experiences 
and above all, with the intention of coming back. 

That is why we put our hearts into what we do, taking 
an individual approach to every guest, and put quality first.

We are ready for cooperation.

It is all 
about 
passion

Rafał Patla   



Mother company
 tours around Warsaw 

Life under 
Communism Museum
record of life in a bygone era

City games
in biggest Polish cities 

Since 2009, Adventure Warsaw has been helping tourists 
to explore the city and get to know its everyday life. 
The company is comprised of 3 specialized units. 

20,000 people have visited our private Museum 

10,000 tourists have met Warsaw with us

1100 city tours have been organized 

100 organized city games 

50 enthusiasts involved in the project: 
guides, coordinators, animators
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Feel the charm 
of Warsaw, a versatile 
and multifaceted city 

Warsaw





Adventure
Warsaw

We specialize in organizing unusual tours 
around Warsaw.  

We were the first to introduce the concept 
of touring the city in unique Nysa 522 vans 
from a bygone epoch in the Warsaw market  

We have a fleet of 10 historic Nysa vans 
(7 people) and 5 retro buses (34-48 people)

We show tourists places they could not find 
visiting Warsaw on their own
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Everyday 
and private tours
in the Nysa 522 van

Group tours 
in historical buses

Rental and transfers Guided city walks 

Ready made tour programs:
The Communism Tour - the only program in Warsaw exploring the symbols 
of heritage of Polish socialism, combined with a visit to the Life under Communism Museum 
- bygone era vehicle tours

Off the beaten path - unknown spots in Warsaw and in the artistic district of Praga 

Best of Warsaw - the most popular attractions and monuments in Warsaw

Jewish Warsaw - the most important locations related to the history of Warsaw Jews

Warsaw by Night - a night craze, the trendiest  bars in Warsaw



On demand, we also organize tailor-made tours accommodating 
individual requests, for individual clients and companies

Welcom
e 

    to
 Warsaw

!





City Adventure
A specialized department dealing 
with the organization of city games 
for travel and event agencies. 

Ready made game 
screenplays

in each city 

Our original games 
support events 

integration and promotional events

Since 2017, we have also been running innovative, interactive
games using mobile devices. 

We host the games in Warsaw and the 8 largest cities in Poland
(we can play the game wherever we want in Poland)

Training and indoor 
games



Life under 
Communism 
Museum

The Museum houses a historical apart-
ment, a cinema room with propaganda 
films from various decades playing, re-
created shop windows displaying every-
day objects and even a classic symbol 
of the Polish streets, Fiat 126p. 

An unforgettable experience for the 
grown-ups is to taste the coffee from 
a restored coffee machine from the 
1970s in our museum café, recreated to 
resemble a 1950s. café. 

Children will be able to play with 100% 
analogue toys in the space created for 
them, resembling a 1970s kindergarten. 

Ready made tour programs: 
- Individual sightseeing tours 
- Guided tours
- Rental of space for events
- Rental of exhibits

The Life under Communism Museum is located 
in the vicinity of Plac Konstytucji, a place teeming 
with architectural symbols and attributes 
of socialist Poland. 

Welcome to our private museum, filled to the brim 
with memorabilia and elements of everyday life 
in Poland in the bygone era. The museum provides 
numerous opportunities to learn about the most 
important events in Poland in the second half 
of the twentieth century, and to understand 
the realities of the existence under communism.





Do not hesitate to contact us
Adventure Warsaw

Mińska 25a/111 „Soho Factory”
www.adventurewarsaw.pl 

 Adventure Warsaw
e-mail: office@adventurewarsaw.pl 

Phone no.: +48 664 828 243

City Adventure
Mińska 25a/111 „Soho Factory”

www.cityadventure.pl 
e-mail: biuro@cityadventure.pl 

Phone no.: +48 511 048 448

Life under Communism Museum
Piękna 28/34 (in the vicinity of Plac Konstytucji)

www.mzprl.pl
 Muzeum  Życia w PRL 

(Life under Communism Museum) 
e-mail: biuro@czarprl.pl 


